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            Abstract
Microbial pathogens use environmental cues to trigger the developmental events needed to infect mammalian hosts or transmit to disease vectors. The parasites causing African sleeping sickness respond to citrate or cis-aconitate (CCA) to initiate life-cycle development when transmitted to their tsetse fly vector. This requires hypersensitization of the parasites to CCA by exposure to low temperature, conditions encountered after tsetse fly feeding at dusk or dawn. Here we identify a carboxylate-transporter family, PAD (proteins associated with differentiation), required for perception of this differentiation signal. Consistent with predictions for the response of trypanosomes to CCA, PAD proteins are expressed on the surface of the transmission-competent â€˜stumpy-formâ€™ parasites in the bloodstream, and at least one member is thermoregulated, showing elevated expression and surface access at low temperature. Moreover, RNA-interference-mediated ablation of PAD expression diminishes CCA-induced differentiation and eliminates CCA hypersensitivity under cold-shock conditions. As well as being molecular transducers of the differentiation signal in these parasites, PAD proteins provide the first example of a surface marker able to discriminate the transmission stage of trypanosomes in their mammalian host.
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                    Figure 1: 
                        Identification and characteristics of PAD proteins.
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Figure 2: 
                        PAD1 identifies stumpy forms.
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Figure 3: 
                        PAD2 is cold-inducible.
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Figure 4: 
                        RNAi against all 
                        PAD
                         genes reduces differentiation.
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        Editorial Summary
Trypanosomes differentiation
The sleeping sickness pathogen Trypanosoma brucei, like many other parasites, has a complex life cycle involving insect and mammalian hosts. It has been long known that differentiation from the human blood to the tsetse-fly stage requires two signals, low temperature and citrate and/or cis-aconitate, but how these signals were perceived was not clear. Now the cell surface molecules that convey the environmental signal responsible for trypanosome differentiation have been identified as members of the trypanosome carboxylate-transporter family PAD. Significantly, it is the transmission-competent 'stumpy' forms of the blood-borne parasite â€” more robust than slender forms and competent to differentiateâ€” that carry PAD proteins.
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